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BRICK VEIL

“The minaret tower makes refer-
ence to Lancashire’s well recognised 
round-section cotton mill chimneys 
- celebrating the local history whilst 
announcing the mosque’s presence 
within the skyline of  Preston.”
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PRESTON AND COTTON 

The city of  Preston is synonymous with cotton.  It was the main reason for the rapid expansion of  its 
population in the late 18th and 19th Century and created great wealth for the likes of  the Horrocks 
family and others.  It is also associated with the struggle for worker’s rights and the growth of  the 
Labour movement in Lancashire.  In 1851 50% of  the total labour force worked in cotton and the 
everyday lives of  all sectors of  the population were intrinsically linked to the ebbs and flows within the 
industry.  Indeed, Preston was one of  the cotton capitals of  the world!

Cotton helped create the city we know today, and one of  the key characteristics is the long-lasting 
impact upon Preston’s architectural heritage.  Although not many of  the original mills remain, with at 
one stage more than a 100 being in existence, those that do are synonymous with the Preston skyline 
and are key landmarks within the city.

Key examples of  the mills that remain include Centenary Mill on New Hall Lane and Tulketh Mill on 
Balcarres Road.

John Horrocks opened his first factory in 1791 on Stanley Street.  As the business flourished addi-
tional factories were built on the site, which collectively became known as the Yard Works.  Little of  
this original site remains other than part of  the boundary wall but the greatest legacy of  the Horrocks 
empire is the nearby Centenary Mill which was built in the early 1890’s and celebrated 100 years of  
manufacturing by the Horrocks family, who were known as the “Greatest Name in Cotton”. At one 
stage 6,000 people were employed in the mill.

Centenary Mill is a prime example of  later generation cotton spinning mills, which tended to have 
much larger windows, made possible by the use of  steel in their building frames which was ground 
breaking at the time. Centenary Mill is dominant in the skyline when approaching the city centre from 
the east, being visible from far away on New Hall Lane and providing a key reminder of  the city’s 
industrial heritage for visitors and residents alike.

Tulketh Mill located on Balcarres Road was completed in 1906, at the height of  Preston’s cotton years.  
Tulketh was one of  Lancashire’s largest cotton mills at the time it was built, although at that time it was 
surrounded by fields. The most distinctive feature of  Tulketh Mill is its chimney which was 231 feet 
tall when built although it was subsequently reduced to 180 feet tall in the 1930s and 1960s. Tulketh 
Mill remains one of  Ashton’s most prominent landmarks yet its opening coincided with the decline in 
Preston’s cotton industry and the mill was eventually closed in 1968 before being taken over by Little-
woods and subsequently Carphone Warehouse.

Although the cotton industry fell into terminal decline from its peak production year in 1913, produc-
tion continued in one form or other well into the 1980’s.  Indeed, there was a period of  growth and 

success led by denim production which at one point in the 1980’s was the highest in the world.  This 
success can be partly attributed to the Asian Muslim population who came to Preston in the 1960s, 
70s and 80s, of  whom a large proportion worked in the cotton and subsequently the denim industry.

LEGACY AND TRIBUTE

The Brick Veil provides the opportunity to create a legacy and tribute to the people of  Preston and its 
former role as one of  the cotton capitals of  the world.

Although most of  the mills have long been demolished, Centenary Mill and Tulketh Mill still greet vis-
itors to Preston from the east and the west respectively and are a source of  pride and nostalgia for the 
residents of  the city. From the north there is no building of  a similar nature and the location for this 
proposal provides a unique opportunity to develop an iconic building which will announce to visitors 
that they are arriving in Preston – the city of  cotton.  

The Brick Veil, although substantially smaller in scale, will create a new landmark which draws upon 
the history of  Preston as a city of  cotton.  The form and design of  the building is reminiscent of  a 
cotton mill and will appear in views as a contemporary interpretation of  the classic cotton mill design, 
saying ‘Welcome to Preston, City of  Cotton.’  The minaret will have the appearance of  one of  the 
Victorian mill chimneys with the brick skin of  the facilities creating a form which is clearly reminiscent 
of  the main body of  a mill.

The original mills were built from the fortunes made by the cotton industry and the Brick Veil will 
continue this tradition with funding raised from the Asian Muslim community who themselves were 
part of  the cotton story of  Preston between the 1960s and 2000s.  This will also demonstrate how cot-
ton has been a continuous thread throughout the history of  Preston since the late eighteenth century 
and has helped integrate multi-cultural communities.

The location is passed by about 110,000 cars every single day and each time they see the Brick Veil they 
will remember Preston and its cotton past.

CULTURAL IDENTITY
CELEBRATING LOCAL HISTORY
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Courtaulds Boiler House and ChimneysHorrockses Factory Gate, Stanley Street, Preston Historical Tulketh Mill, Preston

CULTURAL IDENTITY
CELEBRATING LOCAL HISTORY
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VISION

Sited in a prominent location in the outskirts of  Preston, our proposal for a new iconic Mosque en-
visions an architectural language that is timeless in its materiality and honest in its tectonic approach. 
Conceived as an elliptical extrusion at the south-western end of  the site, our design features an abstract 
and legible massing that is not only iconic and memorable, but also highly kinetic. Carefully sited along 
the walking and cycling paths of  the Preston Guild Wheel, the building’s elliptical form is designed to 
be experienced by kinetic observers, allowing them to perceive and appreciate the structure from var-
ious dynamic vantage points. By virtue of  its scale, form, and materiality, the mosque will be executed 
as a highly refined building that celebrates Islamic tradition whilst also paying homage to British craft.

Conceived as an architectural hybrid, our proposal unshackles the mosque from traditional architec-
tural typologies, instead proposing a structure that is at once monolithic and ethereal in appearance. 
Its most notable feature is its highly refined and articulated brick facade, which is conceived as an 
urban-scale curtain that gently pleats away to frame the main entrance of  the building. Inspired by 
the veil-like qualities of  traditional Mashrabiyas, the façade unfolds in both plan and section, orches-
trating a delicate interplay of  light and shadow whilst also drawing from the geometric rationale and 
sophisticated detailing typical of  traditional Islamic architecture. By virtue of  its geometry, the facade’s 
pleating form has inherent structural stiffness that allows it to exist as an independent system whilst 
endowing the building with a rich tectonic language. 

The materiality and careful treatment of  the mosque’s exterior not only harmonises the relationship 
between the new and the existing, but in fact further enhances the building’s cultural identity by hark-
ening back to the textile manufacturing industry that has characterised the region throughout history. 
Located at the south-western end of  the site, the minaret tower makes reference to Lancashire’s well 
recognised round-section cotton mill chimneys - celebrating the local history whilst announcing the 
mosque’s presence within the skyline of  Preston. Drawing from its programme and context, our 
proposal is imbued with multiple layers of  references to Islamic culture, infusing the building with a 
uniquely ambiguous character: rooted in tradition, but respectful of  its context.

SPATIAL SEQUENCE

Our design retains the spatial richness and programmatic sequence typical of  traditional mosques. A 
carefully choreographed sequence unfolds from the moment of  arrival, taking on the character of  a 
religious procession whilst framing the visitor’s experience of  the building. A sinuous ramp provides 
a point of  access for pedestrians into the site, navigating the topography of  the hill and producing a 
slow transition from city to mosque - from urban to sacred. Sited at the cusp of  the hill, a civic plaza 
(Sahan) frames the point of  arrival and allows visitors to fully embrace the surrounding context from 
an elevated datum. Upon entering, the building unravels as a series of  carefully articulated layers in 
plan, inviting male visitors into a grand lobby at ground level and leading female visitors to their own 

dedicated prayer facilities on level one. Flanking the main foyer, two dedicated stairs create separate 
routes for male and female visitors, inviting them to their respective ablution and prayer areas. Full ac-
cessibility has also been prioritised, and a dedicated passenger lift has been discreetly concealed within 
the structure of  the minaret, adjacent to the entrance for female visitors.

The visitor’s experience culminates at the prayer hall. Devoid of  superfluous ornament, the space 
allows the architecture to be fully manifested and experienced through a playful interplay of  light and 
shadow, material and craft, surface and texture. The architecture is integral to the religious experience, 
and in a way heightens it by virtue of  its scale, proportion and character. The interior of  the prayer hall 
is permeated with natural light and views filtering through slit openings around the elliptical perimeter 
of  the building, which will infuse the space with a different quality of  light depending on the time of  
day and time of  the year, creating a humbling and contemplative aura and atmosphere.

The building’s ancillary functions allow it to take on a wider civic agenda meant to not only preserve 
Islamic tradition, but also to create a heightened sense of  community. Located on level one, a highly 
flexible multi-purpose hall will be built in symbiosis with the Islamic library, which will be located just 
above it at level two. A large skylight will drench both spaces in natural daylight, creating an experi-
ence that will stand in contrast to the quiet and reverential nature of  the prayer hall below. The result 
is a rich and diverse architectural experience that not only pays homage to Preston’s diverse Muslim 
communities, but also proposes a new paradigm for the design of  sacred Islamic architecture across 
the UK.

DESIGN VISION
PROJECT OVERVIEW
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

“The materiality and careful treat-
ment of  the mosque’s exterior not 
only harmonises the relationship be-
tween the new and the existing, but 
in fact further enhances the building’s 
cultural identity by harkening back 
to the textile manufacturing indus-
try that has characterised the region 
throughout history. “
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URBAN APPROACH
CONNECTED TO THE WIDER PEDESTRIAN & CYCLING NETWORK

SITE PLAN
1:1000@A3

1. Pedestrian path
2. Sahan
3. Water feature
4. Male entrance
5. Janazah entrance
6. Minaret
7. Female entrance
8. Security office/Guest reception
9. Services/meter room
10. Bicycle parking (46 p)
11. Car park (150 p)
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URBAN APPROACH
CONNECTED TO THE WIDER PEDESTRIAN & CYCLING NETWORK

Providing a discreet point of  access from D’Urton LaneConnecting to the existing Guild Wheel cycling network Navigating the topography of  the hill
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ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER
INSPIRED BY ISLAMIC TRADITION

Traditional Mashrabiya Kiswah (Kaaba cover) Traditional Islamic Tent
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ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTER
AN AMBIGUOUSLY FAMILIAR CHARACTER

“By virtue of  its scale, form, and ma-
teriality, the mosque will be executed 
as a highly refined building that cel-
ebrates Islamic tradition whilst also 
paying homage to British craft.”
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LAYERING PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SPACES
LONGITUDINAL SECTION
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GF PLAN
1:200@A3 

1. Riwaq 14m² 
2. Male lobby 21m² 
3. Cloak room 27m² 
4. Foyer/Majilis 158m² 
5. Water feature
6. Ablution 60m² 
7. Prayer hall 456m² (248 mats)
8. Toilets 22m² 
9. Disable toilet 4m² 
10. Laundry 6m² 
11. Ghusl room 21m² 
12. Female vestibule 14m² 
13. Female lobby 12m² 
14. Lift lobby 6m²
15. Plant room 13m² 
16. Storage 11m² 
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LAYERING PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SPACES
FIRST FLOOR PLAN

1F PLAN
1:200@A3 

1. Mihrab 5m² 
2. Lobby 12m² 
3. Lift lobby 9m² 
4. Female ablution 25m² 
5. Multi-purpose hall* 159m² 
6. Adult Quran classes 56m²
7. Creche 56m²
8. Female toilets 14m² 
9. Disable toilet 4m² 
10. Gallery 12m² 
11. Kitchen 14m² 
12. Storage 13m²

*Uses include community hall, ladies and children prayer hall, scouts.
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LAYERING PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SPACES
SECOND FLOOR PLAN

2F PLAN
1:200@A3 

1. Lobby 12m² 
2. Lift lobby 9m² 
3. Relaxation room14m² 
4. Meeting room 25m² 
5. Islamic library 190m²
6. Comms/Server room 4m² 
7. Gallery 12m² 
8. Office 14m² 
9. Storage 13m²
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LAYERING PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SPACES
ROOF PLAN

ROOF PLAN
1:200@A3 

1. Skylight 
2. Minaret
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LAYERING PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SPACES
MINARET CONNECTION

“Full accessibility has also been 
prioritised, and a dedicated passen-
ger lift has been discreetly concealed 
within the structure of  the minaret, 
adjacent to the entrance for female 
visitors.”
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ARCHITECTURAL RESOLUTION
AN INTEGRATED APPROACH

STRUCTURE AND BUILDABILITY

The structural principles are simple and honest.  Precast concrete wall panels around the perimeter of  
the building will provide both vertical support to the roof  and floors, and lateral stiffness to resist the 
wind loads on the building.  Internal floors will be in-situ concrete slabs with exposed soffits that will 
act as heat sinks and stores, to modulate any fluctuations of  the internal temperature and environment.  
The internal dividing walls between the rooms will be used to support the floors in conjunction with 
a few slender exposed concrete columns.  The oval roof  has a simple, lightweight construction of  
deep glulam timber beams radiating out from the central spine wall to the perimeter, where they are 
supported on timber fins that sit on top of  the perimeter wall.  A steel ring beam runs around the top 
of  the precast panels tying them all together and supporting the timber fins.  The structure will be on 
show in the completed mosque, which will not only save on the need for costly and time consuming 
finishing trades, but more importantly will infuse this sacred building with an inherent honesty and 
clarity.

The precast façade panels will be fabricated off  site and delivered and craned into position on a Just-
in-Time basis.  This has the benefits of  higher quality control, improved safety on site, less materials 
on site and rapid construction.  Panels are completely repetitive in form around the perimeter, mean-
ing that a single mould can be used to cast all the panels, maximising the cost benefits of  precasting.  
The panels are shaped to be wider in cross section at their base and tapering towards the top, echoing 
the traditional masonry construction of  castles, cathedrals and mills.  This buttressing of  the walls 
removes the need for internal floors to stabilise the walls, enabling a full height space to maximise the 
impact of  the Male Prayer Hall.  In order to achieve the wider base without excessive use of  materi-
al, the panels will have two reinforced concrete leaves - a straight inner leaf  and a curved outer leaf.  
These leaves will be fabricated and delivered to site separately, and connected together on site.  In 
between the leaves will be the insulation and membranes, but this interstitial space will also be used to 
route the air supply up and down the building.

Foundations could be low strength (and therefore low embodied carbon) mass concrete strips and 
pad footings if  the superficial ground material is of  reasonable strength.  If  not then small diameter 
reinforced concrete piles and shallow reinforced concrete ground beams will be used to support the 
walls and columns.

The slender Minaret will also be formed from curved precast concrete panels clad in brickwork that 
are fabricated off  site.  These panels will be either half  or a quarter of  a circle on plan, and in maxi-
mum lengths for delivery and cranage.  On site they will be craned into position and connected togeth-
er with grouted reinforcement across the joints.  This construction will stabilise the tall and slender 
tower, while also enabling large openings in the walls near their base for the lift.

SUSTAINABILITY

The design has developed to maximise passive solutions to maintaining a comfortable internal envi-
ronment by using the building form and construction thereby minimising running cost and reducing 
CO2 emissions. Uniform glazing to the perimeter façade and north light will enable a even distribution 
of  daylight and the ability to control the artificial lighting in combination with external day light to 
optimise the lighting provision. Our experience at the Mosque in Cambridge highlighted the need to 
detailed daylight modelling to achieve this as well as to study the daylight impact throughout the day 
and refine the design of  the window openings.

With intermittent periods of  increased occupancy we have developed a hybrid ventilation strategy 
utilising the floor void formed by the natural topology of  the site. Air is drawn though a rock store to 
benefit from the thermal mass provided thereby tempering the air in summer and warming it in winter. 
The innovative structural solution to the façade will incorporate a means of  distributing this tempered 
air to the space. During periods of  high occupancy the air supply will be mechanically driven however 
for the majority of  the time the process will be natural. To avoid bulky plant at roof  level an attenuated 
natural exhaust path has been developed to avoid the need for a fan.

The future of  gas for heating is potentially uncertain, given the Government carbon reduction ob-
jectives, and we would look at how heat pumps could be integrated into the scheme in a financially 
viable way to enable flexibility in future. An external energy plant room has been included to house a 
potential electrical substation and heating source. A range of  heat pump solutions will be investigated 
depending on budget and potential funding streams with the base case considering a horizontal-array 
ground source heat pump solution to meet the base load and a traditional gas boiler installation to deal 
with the peak. This is a more cost-efficient solution and provides a back up heat source to the building. 

PV panels will be incorporated on the roof, for electrical power generation, where the profile provides 
optimal orientation for the solar collection.
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CROSS SECTION
1:250@A3

1. Rock store
2. Air ducts
3. Façade cavity
4. Brick screen
5. Air grill
6. Plenum
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ARCHITECTURAL RESOLUTION
AN INTEGRATED APPROACH
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BRICK VEIL

“The building’s elliptical form is de-
signed to be experienced by kinetic 
observers, allowing them to perceive 
and appreciate the structure from 
various dynamic vantage points.”


